
Week 11 - Animal Biology at Home Learning - Week of 6/1/2020 - 6/5/2020 
  
Overview and House Keeping Notes: 
  

1. Minimum Course Requirements - Every student has a checklist in their OneNote Rubrics 
folder that shows which requirements they have completed and which they still have to 
complete to meet minimum course requirements. Please email Kris if you would like to set 
up a time to review these if you are not sure what you still have left to complete. The 
deadline to complete all the minimum requirements is this Friday (6/5). Final projects are 
due Wednesday 6/3 (see calendar) so there is enough time to give feedback if the project is 
incomplete and the student needs to keep working before the final deadline on Friday (6/5). 
 

2. Final Unit. The final project was handed out Thursday (5/21). The due dates for seniors and 
juniors are listed in the calendar below. If students did not watch the three documentaries 
that formed the basis of this unit, nor attended the live classes, then they have not met the 
requirements for the human evolution unit. They should watch the documentaries, and the 
live class recordings (links were sent via email to the whole class), and send Kris reflections 
on 2-3 prompts from the seminars.  
  
The layout for this unit can be seen in this calendar: 

 
  

3. Kris will be available this week to answer questions through individual appointments. Please 
email Kris to set up an appointment.  
  



STUDENT WORK FOR 6/1 – 6/5 
  
Monday 6/1 - 
Students should work on the final project, or make up earlier work that still needs to be 
completed (please see your checklist in the rubrics folder). 
  
Tuesday 6/2 - 
Students should work on the final project, or make up earlier work that still needs to be 
completed (please see your checklist in the rubrics folder). 
  
Wednesday 6/3 - 
Final Projects are due. Kris will not be available on this day, so make a plan to contact him 
Monday or Tuesday if you have questions.  
  
Thursday 6/4 - 
Students should continue to work on work that still needs to be completed (please see your 
checklist in the rubrics folder). 
  
Friday 6/5 - There will be a final class today. An invite with link will be sent by block.  
All work must be turned in today to meet minimum course requirements.  
  
A parent link to the common pages of the class notebook can be reached here: 
https://theparkerschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Section_034210028/Emzjng8QWaBMqNmm3
LNFB6QBAiT-_KYWundSW3-LDzcDNQ 
  
  
What is due from this week:  
All work must be turned by the end of the day Friday 6/5 in order to meet course 
requirements.  
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